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Arthur Guy Empey.
"Your Lips Are No Man's Land But Mine"

Words by ARTHUR GUY EMPEY
Music by CHAS. R. MC CARRON & CAREY MORGAN

Moderato

Piano

At a dock a transport was rocking,
Ev'ry chap from his cap to his stocking,
As the boat sailed out thro' the channel,
With two flags she had made out of flannel,

Dressed to "Kill"
From the pier

Killed, old Kaiser Bill;
She wig-wagged "Good-bye, dear"

On the pier a dear little girl is,
Pretty soon he wig-wagged an answer,
With her tear-dimmed eyes, And the code she read Time to From her

Whistles blow, Ship a boy
"Au Revoir" her sweetheart cries;
This is what the wig-wag said;
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I'm coming back some day when the fray is over

MY " Type

Where Your Heart Is The Same Home

MID 15c.

" Type

You've Been Gone Too Long In Silence

MID 15c.

"" Arch" Type

Red Flag Round

MID 25c.

"" Song" Type

BACK DADDY

MID 15c.

" Type

When The Sea Was Still

MID 15c.

" Type

BE NOT SO HOT TIME

MID 15c.

though your back is turned from the
MUSICAL SENSATION OF THE DAY!
Greatest Novelty Hit in 20 Years
BY THE COMPOSER OF "BY HECK"

INDIANOLA

INSTRUMENTAL NOVELTY AND FOX TROT

"INDIANOLA" ALSO PUBLISHED AS SONG WITH A CAPTIVATING LYRIC

FOOD WILL WIN THE WAR
DON'T WASTE IT
BUY WAR SAVINGS STAMPS WITH WHAT YOU SAVE
25 CENTS STARTS YOU
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